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FEDERAL LICENSING OF AIRMEN

Licensing of airmen is an activity | parachute riggers a year ago , as the
conducted by the Aeronautics Branch regulations involving this license did
of the Department of Commerce for the not become effective until July 1, 1930 .
benefit both of the aeronautics indus To be eligible for license , each of
try and the general public . To the | these airmen had to meet the stand
industry , the Department of Commerce ards established by the Department of
airman ' s license means that the holder Commerce as to qualifications , train
is fully qualified to do the work ex ing , and experience . These standards ,
pected of him as a professional airman which are embodied in the Air Com - "
or to fl

y safely and competently a
s an | merce Regulations , have been made

amateur . To the public , these licenses high so that only those applicants who
carry the assurance that the airmen will be able to meet fully their obliga
who pilot and keep in repair the planes tions a

s airmen will be able to fulfill

in which it flies , are persons who are the requirements .

capable and experienced . The procedure for obtaining licenses ,

On March 2
8 , 1931 , there were 1
5 ,463 which is described hereafter for each

pilots and 9 ,090 mechanics holding ac grade , has been made as simple as
tive Department o

f

Commerce licenses . possible , but the examinations are nec
This represented a substantial growth essarily thorough and rigid . The De
over the number at the corresponding partment o

f

Commerce , realizing the
time in the previous year , when there importance o

f

the duties with which it

were 1
1 ,229 licensed pilots and 8 , 111 is charged by the air commerce act of

licensed mechanics . The department 1926 , endeavors to aid airmen and air
also licenses parachute riggers , and o
n craft manufacturers as much as pos

March 2
8 there were 140 active licenses sible . but at the same time to fulfill

o
f

this grade . There were n
o

licensed its obligation to the public . The Air
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District No . 2. - Supervising aeronautical
inspector , Department of Commerce , cen
tral airport , Camden , N. J .
District No. 3. - - Supervising aeronautical
inspector , Department of Commerce , mu
nicipal airport, Atlanta , Ga .
District No . 4. -- Supervising aeronautical
inspector , Department of Commerce, Main

· Box 1691 , Detroit, Mích
District No . 5. - - Supervising aeronautical
inspector , Department of Commerce , mu
nicipal airport , 5300 West Sixty -third
Street , Chicago , Ill .
District No. 6.--- Supervising aeronautical
inspector , Department of Commerce, 102
Richards Road , Kansas City airport , Kan
sas City , Mo.
District No. 7. - Supervising aeronautical
inspector , Department of Commerce, Dallas
Utilities Co . Building , Love Field , Dallas ,
Tex.
District No. 8. - Supervising aeronautical
inspector , Denartment of Commerce , Oak
land airport , Oakland , Calif .
District No . 9. - Supervising aeronautical
inspector , Department of Commerce, 760
Bendix Building , Los Angeles , Calif.

The foregoing represents a descrip

tion and discussion of the procedure to
be followed in securing a license as a
pilot or mechanic , and does not con
stitute the actual regulations applying
thereto . Copies of the Air Commerce
Regulations, published in Aeronautics
Bulletin No. 7 and incorporating the
regulations applying to licensing of
pilots and mechanics , in addition to
those applying to the licensing , inspec
tion , operation , and marking of air
craft and the air traffic rules , may be
obtained free of charge upon request
to the Aeronautics Branch , Depart
ment of Commerce , Washington , D . C.
A discussion of the procedure in
volved in applying for an aircraft
license will be published in a subse
quent issue of the AIR COMMERCE BUIS
LETIN .

POINTER -TYPE COURSE INDICATOR FOR USE WITH VISUAL
TYPE RADIO RANGE BEACON DEVELOPED

In the March 2 issue of the AIB | was still being indicated . The second
COMMERCE BULLETIN , under the head - instrument , shown in Figure 7, indi
ing “ Aeronautic Radio Research ," a cates the volume of the received sig .
brief description was given of the work | nal and eliminates the possibility just
of the research division of the Aero - | mentioned . The volume indicator has
nautics Branch on a pointer - type course essentially the same function as the
indicator for use with the visual -type loudness of received signal in recep
radio range beacon . This indicator tion of the aural beacon , or the reed
may be found more convenient by | vibration amplitudes in the reception
pilots than the regular reed indicator of the visual beacon by means of the
with its two white lines . The new regular reed indicator . As a result ,
device has the same freedom from in addition to its function as outlined
radio interference and static as the above , it also facilitates tuning of the
regular reed indicator . receiving set and controlling the in
The complete device consists of a tensity or volume of the received sig .
reed converter , a rectifying unit , the nal when automatic volume control is
indicating instruments , and a switch . | not used .
The portion of the device which the The purpose of the switch shown in
pilot sees is shown in Figure 7, the reed Figure 7, is to assure that the deflec
converter and rectifier units being tion of the pointer of the course - indi
placed in any convenient location on cating instrument is in the same direc
the airplane , The top instrument of tion as the deviation of the airplane
Figure 7 is the course indicator . The from the course . The pilot sets the
pointer of this instrument remains at switch dial to point to the color of the
center when the airplane is on the course to be followed and the proper
course , and swings to the right or left direction of flight relative to the beacon
as the airplane deviates from the ( to or from ) .
course . It does this by means of the
difference in intensity of the two modu FUNCTION OF REED CONVERTER
lation signals received from the beacon .
Since the two modulation signals are In the reed converter , which is the
equal when the airplane is on the | heart of this indicator , the motion of
course , the course indicator then reads two vibrating reeds is utilized to in
zero . duce voltages in two pick -up or gen
The course indicating instrument erating coils . These voltages are then
alone would not show any effect if the rectified by means of copper -oxide rec
beacon signals should stop or the re - tifiers and the rectified voltages applied
ceiving set fail , and as the instrument in opposition across the terminals of
continued to read zero the pilot might the pointer -type course indicating in
be deceived into thinking his course I strument . The construction of the
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reed converter is indicated in Figure 8. | ular reed indicator when adjusted to
One element of the complete reed con give equivalent course sharpness . The
verter is shown , two of these elements stronger the signal delivered to the
being required for the 4 -course indi reed converter from the receiving set
cator and three for the 12 -course in output , the sharper the course indica
dicator . The reed , s, which is tuned | tions become . This feature has an
to one of the modulation frequencies important bearing upon the use of the
of the radio range beacon , is driven reed converter , since , if the sigual in
by means of the two driving coils 0 tensity is maintained at too bigh a
and P , through which the beacon sig level , the pointer of the course indi
nals in the receiving set output are
made to pass . The motion of the reed
generates a voltage in the pick -up coils
Q and R , the frequency of this voltage
being the same as the frequency to
which the reed is tuned . The magni
tude of the induced voltage is propor
tional to the amplitude of vibration
of the reed and , consequently , to the
intensity of received signal of that fre
quency present in the receiving set out
put.

COURSE INDICATOR

The reed is wider than in the con
ventional reed indicator so that itmay
project under the driving and pick -up
coils at the same time. Two perma
nent magnets are employed to prevent
setting up a common magnetic path
whereby the pick -up coils would have
direct induction from the driving coils
even if the reed were at rest. This
would result in broadening of the bea
con course and also in operation of the
course indicator by atmospherics and
other interfering signals . Although
the reed serves as the common return
path for the two magnetic systems , its
width is such as to prevent reaction
between them .

CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT VOLUME INDICATOR
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The electrical circuit arrangement
for the complete device when employed

in reception o
n
a 4 -course beacon , using

6
5 and 8
6 . 7 cycle modulation , is shown

in Figure 9 . The voltages generated

in the converter pick - u
p

coils are recti
fied by means o

f

copper -oxide rectifiers

A and B . The rectified output voltages REVERSING SWITCH
are applied , in opposition , across the
terminals o

f

the course indicating in

strument through the reversing
switch 8 . The purpose o

f

the revers FIGURE 7 . - Diagrams o
f

dials and switch
used in connection with the pointer

ing switch was explained in the fore type course indicator for the visual
going text . The volume indicating type radio range beacon
instrument D is connected to read the
sum o

f the output currents from the cating instrument may deflect off scale
two rectifier units . The best combi - | for too small a deviation from the
nation o

f instruments found in the course . Sense o
f

deviation from the
laboratory and flight tests carried o

n course beyond this value is then lost .

by the research division is a 250 - 0 - 250 With the 250 - 0 - 250 microammeter
microammeter for the course indicator | used as the course indicator and the
and a 0 -500 microammeter for the vol . input signal to the converter main
ume indicator . tained a
t
4 milliwatts , the full width
The reed converter device has very of the beacon space pattern inay be
nearly the same sensitivity as the reg . | utilized . At this signal level the sharp
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ness of course indications is equivalent , it is necessary to maintain the inten
to that obtained with the regular reed sity of the signal applied to the con
indicator . It follows from the fore verter at the same value as that em
going that if it is desired to use the ployed during calibration .
reed converter in connection with the Specifications for the construction
deviometer described in the October of the reed converter described in this
15, 1930 , issue of the Air Commerce report may be obtained upon applica
Bulletin , and to calibrate the zero tion to the aeronautics research divi
center course indicator in terms of sion , Aeronautics Branch , Washington ,
degrees off the regular beacon course , D . O.

GENERAL AERONAUTIC DEVELOPMENTS

CERTIFICATION OF AIRPORT | light distribution , per cent illumina
BEACON LIGHTS tion , duration of flashes , and duration

of eclipse periods , specify that the color
In order to safeguard air navigation characteristics of airport beacons shall
and protect the public in its use of consist of either clear or aviation -green
this mode of transportation , the Con

flashes , or a combination of the two .gress of the United States has taken Unless the main beacon is aviation
definite steps through the air commerce green in color or unless the character
act to prevent interference with air istic of the main beacon includes one
navigation by false lights or signals . or more aviation - green flashes having
In this connection the Secretary of a maximum candlepower of not less
Commerce is charged with the respon than 10, 000 candles , the regulations
sibility of providing by regulation “ for call for an auxiliary multiple - light
the examination and rating of air navi source beacon , aviation - green in color ,
gation facilities available for the use flashing a definite international Morse
of aircraft of the United States as to code characteristic , and having a max
their suitability for such use ." imum candlepower of not less than
The regulations governing the estab 5 ,000 candles and a luminous period
lishment and certification of aeronau of not less than 35 per cent . ( The
tical lights , which were promulgated code characteristics for airport beacons
in accordance with these provisions of may be selected in each case by the
the air commerce act , were published airport but are to be approved by the
in their amended form in the Air Com Department of Commerce in order to
merce Bulletin for July 15, 1930 , and avoid duplication and confusion . )
also , in Aeronautics Bulletin No . 9, 1 For the purpose of certification only ,
copies of which are available upon re a temporary waiver of certain of these
quest. In general , these regulations requirements has been authorizedprovide that, in order to serve as true which permits the installation of a
aids , such lights shall be long -range green cover glass or a green color
lights of suitable design , shall be dis screen on the 24- inch rotating beacontinctly aeronautical in character , shall on airports equipped with a beacon of
have color characteristics conforming this type, thus giving a characteristic
to the uniform standard used on the of six green flashes per minute .
national airways , shall be in reliable Special attention is invited to the
operation from sunset to sunrise each fact that this is a temporary measure ,
night in the year , and shall mark ( a ) that the beam candlepower of the bea
an airport or landing field , ( b ) a route con is very materially reduced thereby ,
leading to an airport or landing field , and also that the beacon will not qual
or ( c ) a point from which bearings ify for a Department of Commerce
may be taken leading to an airport or rating as the luminous period is too
landing field . small to meet the requirements of the

Airport Rating Regulations correspond
REQUIREMENTS OF AIRPORT BEACONS ing to this reduced candlepower . Ap
Airport beacons are required to con - plications for certification of aeronau
form to the provisions of section 7 tical lights are made on Department of

( a ) of the Airport Rating Regulations Commerce Form 117 - B , Application for
of the Department of Commerce (Aero - | Certification , Rating , or Discontinu
nautics Bulletin No. 16 ) , which , in ad ance of Aeronautical Light , copies of
dition to prescribing certain conditions which may be obtained from the Aero
relative to light source , candlepower , I nautics Branch .
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